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ARBEITSVORHABEN

Reshaping Education in the Biological Sciences

  My research plan focuses on how academic fields adjust to major conceptual shifts. Specifically, I will interact with
scholars in diverse fields asking how their discipline has been reshaped in response to a radical new idea, and how
education was recast. Two major revolutions in biology were: in the 1800s, the development of the theory of
evolution by natural selection; and in the 1900s, the discovery of DNA as the genetic material of life. Technological
advances in DNA sequencing _15 years ago have made this process inexpensive, resulting in a 21st-century
revolution with the discoveries that the vast diversity of the biosphere is microbial and that microbes are essential
for the health of all major components of the natural world. These discoveries demand a fundamental change – the
integration of microbiology and macrobiology, which have developed largely as independent fields. A more holistic
view can unify biology in ways not possible before. Significance: humankind is at a critical crossroads, facing the
challenges of global climate change, while maintaining human, animal, and environmental health. Biologists now
recognize that understanding the form and function of the microbial world will be critical to the development of
strategies to address these challenges, but, in the face of intellectual silos, the field is ill-prepared. A metaphysical
approach to and an examination of biology education is an essential first step for the discipline.
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